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SYNOPSIS 

 The Romanov prophecy a novel tells about the adventure of Miles Lord, 

an Afro-American lawyer fluent in Russian and well versed in the country’s 

history. At present time, he has been chosen as one of the tsarist commission who 

make a background check on each of the candidates. After the fall of Communism 

and a succession of weak governments, the Russian people have voted to bring 

back the monarchy. The new tsar will be chosen from the distant relatives of 

Nicholas II by the tsarist commission which lord in. from the beginning; he has 

been pursued by some stranger who want to kill him. On the way escaping from 

his pursuers, Miles lord accidentally meet Akilina Petrovna a Russian circus 

performer sympathetic to his struggle,in the cabin of train to Moscow who help 

him hiding in her compartment.     

 At first, his only question is why people are pursuing him. But after a 

strange conversation with Professor Semyon Pashenko a Russian professor from 

an organization named the holy band, he interested in Miles Lord intention as the 

representatives of the tsarist commission. Most importantly, Miles as found the 

missing information needed by Semon Pashenko. His appearance also connected 

with the cryptic utterance of Rasputin before his death. It is say that the one with 

the most guilt would see the error of his ways and assure that the blood of the 

imperial family resurrected itself He also said only a raven and an eagle could 

succeed where all fail — " — and that the innocence of beasts will guard and lead 

the way, being the final arbitor of success‖, from the prophecy above, Miles lord 
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was chosen as the raven and Akilina as the eagle because her name mean eagle in 

ancient Russia.    

 And this becomes the starting point of those two in seeking the truth about 

direct heir of Nicholas II. Their adventure was not so easy because of the pursuers 

that chase Miles earlier still trying to kill them. They are some mafia member who 

work for secret committee that well funded by Tom Hayes, Miles boss in the firm 

and will take advantage in the new Russia if their candidate has won the vote. 

That’s why they need to exterminate Miles Lord and Akilina so they won’t find 

the direct heir of Nicholas II and their candidate becomes the new Tsar. 

 Miles adventures of seeking the truth provided by the clue and information 

left by Semon Pashenko and the other keeper of the information lead them across 

continents and finally over in a place name Genesis in North Carolina USA. 

Where they found a man named Thorn who was Nicholas II direct heir hidden 

from the pursuit of communist. And all the conflict ends here when the pursuer 

died in a fight with Miles and his companion. Michael Thorn become Tsar, Miles 

and Akilina become his personal advisor.          
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